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Mr. Shabbos Story Collection 
Student Book 

By Torah Umesorah Lakewood Teacher Center  
 

Grade Level: Early Childhood 
 
Description: 
Impart the beauty and kedusha of Shabbos with a compilation of popular stories, 
simplified for younger children. Students will be proud to tell over the stories with an 
endearing “Mr. Shabbos” book, created with their coloring sheets. Incorporate into a 
Shabbos Unit, Lamed Tes Melachos program, or when teaching the letter “shin”.  
 
Materials Needed:  

 Four paper fasteners for each student 

 One binder ring for each student 
 
Material Preparation:  

1. Print and bind the story collection; this will be for the teacher.  
2. Print the “Mr. Shabbos” book pages for each student.  

 
Classroom Usage:  

Note: It is beneficial to spread the unit over several weeks, by telling one story every 
Friday. This gives the opportunity for repetition and the children will be able to retell 
them more fluently. The teacher can send home the cover and the first story on a 
ring. Each week, the new story sheet is added to the ring.  
1. Introduce the unit and have students color the “Mr. Shabbos” cover sheet, hands, 

and feet.  
2. Use paper fasteners to attach the hands/feet to the cover sheet. 
3. Read one story aloud to the class.  
4. Have students color the relating coloring sheet.  
5. Punch a hole at the top of the coloring sheet. Use a binder ring to attach to the 

cover sheet.  
6. Each week, read a new story, color the related picture and add to the binder ring.  

 
Variations:  

 If you choose to teach all the stories within one week, create the entire “Mr. 
Shabbos” book and send home. Students may need prompting to recall the 
stories.   

 The stories can be attached to the weekly newsletter, for the convenience of the 
parents.  
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Mr. Shabbos Story Collection 
Teacher Version 

By Torah Umesorah Lakewood Teacher Center  
 

Grade Level: Early Childhood 
 
Description: 
Impart the beauty and kedusha of Shabbos with a compilation of popular stories, 
simplified for younger children. Students will be proud to tell over the stories with an 
endearing “Mr. Shabbos” book, created with their coloring sheets. Incorporate into a 
Shabbos Unit, Lamed Tes Melachos program, or when teaching the letter “shin”.  
 
Materials Needed:  

 Four paper fasteners for each student 

 One binder ring for each student 
 
Material Preparation:  

1. Print and bind the story collection; this will be for the teacher.  
2. Print the “Mr. Shabbos” book pages for each student.  

 
Classroom Usage:  

Note: It is beneficial to spread the unit over several weeks, by telling one story every 
Friday. This gives the opportunity for repetition and the children will be able to retell 
them more fluently. The teacher can send home the cover and the first story on a 
ring. Each week, the new story sheet is added to the ring.  
1. Introduce the unit and have students color the “Mr. Shabbos” cover sheet, hands, 

and feet.  
2. Use paper fasteners to attach the hands/feet to the cover sheet. 
3. Read one story aloud to the class.  
4. Have students color the relating coloring sheet.  
5. Punch a hole at the top of the coloring sheet. Use a binder ring to attach to the 

cover sheet.  
6. Each week, read a new story, color the related picture and add to the binder ring.  

 
Variations:  

 If you choose to teach all the stories within one week, create the entire “Mr. 
Shabbos” book and send home. Students may need prompting to recall the 
stories.   

 The stories can be attached to the weekly newsletter, for the convenience of the 
parents.  
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Dear Morah,

This collection of stories and accompanying pictures were designed to give the children 
an understanding of the beauty of Shabbos.  The students will gain that appreciation by 
hearing these true stories of Tzadikim that were Moser Nefesh to keep Shabbos, or that 
honored Shabbos in a special way.  They will also come to understand that Shabbos is so 
holy, that it protects and gives bracha to those that honor it.  The students will be able to 
retell the stories, by just looking at the detailed pictures on a ring.

Teachers can use it at different junctures of the year, depending on the curriculum needs. 
These are some suggestions: 

• They can be taught at the start of a Shabbos Unit,   Lamed Tes Melachos Program, or 
when learning the letter Shin.

• Stories can be told once a week on a Friday.  The benefit of spreading it out over a few 
weeks is that it gives the opportunity for repetition and the children will be able to retell 
them more fluently.  The teacher can send home the cover and the first story on a ring.  The 
students get a new one each week and then add it to the ring at home. 

• When the stories are taught within one week, the entire ring is sent home at one shot.  
Students will be able to recall some of the stories, by looking at the pictures, and some 
prompting from family members.

•  The stories can be attached to the weekly newsletter, for the convenience of the parents..

Torah Umesorah Lakewood Teacher Center 
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The Cloth and Shabbos
Reb Yisroel Isser owned a fabric store in 
Cracow, Poland. One Friday morning, a 
very important customer came to his store. 
The tailor of the king and queen sent this 
customer to choose fabric for new royal 
clothing for the king and queen.

Reb Yisroel Isser explained to the customer 
that since today was Friday, he would be 
closing the store at 12 o’clock in order to 
prepare for the Shabbos. 

The customer was taking a long time to 
choose the fabrics. Sure enough, 12 o’clock 
came and Reb Yisroel Isser had to close his 
store even though the customer was not 
finished choosing his fabrics. The customer 
was very surprised that Reb Yisroel Isser 
was not willing to stay open longer in order 
to accommodate him.

“I am ready to buy a huge amount of fabric 
from you. If you do not remain open for me 
now so that I can finish choosing, I will never 
come to your store again. It will be a big loss 
for you!” exclaimed the customer.

Reb Yisroel Isser replied to him “I am aware 
that because I am closing now I will lose a 
lot of money, but the Shabbos is much more 
precious than all the money in the world!”

Reb Yisroel Isser indeed closed his store 
and did not sell any fabric at all to this 
potentially lucrative customer!

Reb Yisroel Isser’s Mesiras Nefesh for 
keeping Shabbos did not go unnoticed! 
Hashem saw how Reb Yisroel Isser 
displayed outstanding loyalty and love for 
the Shabbos.

 Hashem rewarded Reb Yisroel Isser with 
something much greater than money. He 
gave him a very special son. Reb Yisroel 
Isser and his wife named their son Moshe. 

Moshe grew up to be a tremendous Tzaddik 
and a Talmid Chochom. He became known 
as the Rema, which is an abbreviation for 
Reb Moshe Isserlish. (Reb Moshe the son of 
Isser).
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The Spice of Shabbos

The king of the entire Roman Empire was 
called the Caesar. One Shabbos afternoon 
the Caesar was taking a walk with the Tanah 
Rav Yehoshuah Ben Chananaya. As they 
were passing by the home of a Jewish family, 
the Caesar smelled a wonderful aroma 
wafting from the windows of this home. The 
Caesar asked Rav Yehoshua, “What is this 
aroma that I am smelling coming from this 
house? It is absolutely the most delightful 
aroma that I have ever smelled!”

“You are smelling this family’s special 
Shabbos food that they are eating now 
in honor of the Shabbos”, answered Rav 
Yehoshua to the Caesar.

The Caesar told Rav Yehoshua that although 
he had smelled and tasted the most 
delicious food from all around the world, he 
never smelled anything nearly as tantalizing 
as the Shabbos food from this house! He 
wanted Rav Yehoshua to tell him the secret 
to the outstanding aroma of this food. 

Rav Yehoshua Ben Chananya explained to 
the Caesar; “The food that Jews cook in 
honor of the Shabbos has a special spice 

added to it. That spice is the SHABBOS 
itself! We use this special Shabbos spice in 
our Shabbos food every single week.”

“Can I please have that special spice? I 
would love to enhance my own food with 
this unique spice!” asked the Caesar. 

Rav Yehoshua Ben Chananya explained to 
the Caesar that this special Shabbos spice 
can only be found in the food of a person 
who loyally keeps the Shabbos.

 Everything related to Shabbos is special, 
even the food! The wonderful spice of 
Shabbos is reserved for every Shomer 
Shabbos. The Caesar would not be able to 
acquire it!

       
(SHABBOS 119A)
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Honoring the Shabbos
There was once a man named Yosef. Yosef 
loved the Shabbos and honored it very 
much. Everyone called him, "Yosef Mokir 
Shabbos," for Shabbos was very dear to him. 
Near Yosef's house there lived a wealthy 
non-Jew who owned a lot of property. One 
day the goy visited his sages, the stargazers 
They said to him: "We see in the stars that 
all of your property will go to Yosef Mokir 
Shabbos." 

The goy was afraid of losing all his wealth, 
so he went and bought a very precious 
jewel with all of his money. He took a fancy 
hat and sewed the jewel into it. He thought 
to himself: "Now I am sure that my wealth 
will remain in my hands, for it rests upon 
my head all the time." Hashem decreed 
differently.

One day the goy went for a walk on a 
bridge. Suddenly, a strong wind came and 
blew the hat into the water. Then a 7 huge 
fish appeared and swallowed the jewel that 
was in the hat.

On Friday afternoon the fish was caught by 
the fishermen. They brought it to the market 
but they were worried: “Who will buy such 

a gigantic fish - especially because it is so 
late in the afternoon when everyone has 
already prepared fish for Shabbos?” One 
of the fishermen said, "Take the fish to 
Yosef Mokir Shabbos. He will surely buy 
such a special fish, even if he has already 
prepared other fish." The fishermen went to 
Yosef Mokir Shabbos, and ended up selling 
it to him. Yosef hurried to prepare the fish 
in honor of Shabbos. He took a knife and 
opened the fish. And behold! Inside the fish 
Yosef found the precious jewel!

After Shabbos, Yosef sold the jewel for a 
lot of money. An old man met him and said, 
“You always honored Shabbos with every 
penny, so you deserve this treasure.” If 
we spend money to honor Shabbos, then 
Shabbos pays us back.

(SHABBOS 119A)
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The Cow that kept Shabbos
There was once a Yid who owned a cow 
with which he plowed his field. Time passed 
and this Yid became impoverished and was 
forced to sell his cow to a Goy. The new 
owner plowed with the cow throughout the 
week, but when he took her out to the field 
on Shabbos, she kneeled under the yoke 
and refused to do any work. He hit her with 
his whip, but she would not budge from her 
place. So he came back to the Yid and said to 
him, "Take back your cow! All week I worked 
with her, but today I took her out to the field 
and she refuses to do anything... "The Yid 
said to the cow's purchaser: "Come with me, 
and I will get her to plow." When they arrived 
at the field where the cow lay, the Yid spoke 
into her ear. "Oh Cow, Cow! When you were 
in my domain, you rested on Shabbos. But 
now that my sins have caused me to sell you 
to this gentile, please, stand up and do the 
will of your master!" Immediately the cow 
stood, prepared to work. The gentile said to 
the Yid: "I'm not letting you go until you tell 
me what you did and what you said to her." 
The Yid told him what he said to the cow. 
When this man heard this, he was shaken and 
amazed. He said to himself: "If this creature, 

which has neither language nor intelligence, 
recognizes her Creator, should I not, whom 
Hashem created in His image and likeness 
and imbued me with intelligence and 
understanding?" So he went and converted 
to Yiddishkeit and merited to study Torah. 
He became known as Yochanan ben Torta 
("Yochanan son of the Cow").   
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The Shabbos Guard
Rav Masoud Refael Alfasi lived in the town 
of Fez, in the country of Morocco. In his later 
years, Rav Alfasi decided to travel to the Holy 
Land. He approached a caravan leader for a 
ride and he was assured that they would stop 
for Shabbos, so he joined the group.

On Friday afternoon, after traveling many 
days through Morocco and through the 
desert, Rav Alfasi saw that the sun would 
be setting in an hour and the leader of the 
caravan was not stopping. "Excuse me sir, but 
are we not stopping?" he asked. The caravan 
leader answered, "I'm sorry but this is too 
dangerous of a place to stop."

The sun was moving lower in the afternoon 
horizon. The caravan was still in the dry 
desert wilderness, yet Rav Alfasi dismounted 
from his camel, and announced that he would 
remain in the desert for the next day so that 
he would not have to travel on Shabbos.

"What? Are you insane?" cried his fellow 
travelers. "The desert is no place for you 
to remain alone. The sun is hot, the wind 
is harsh, the land is dry, and there are wild 
beasts that will tear you apart. There are lions 
in the wilderness, which will gobble you up 

in one bite," the caravan members said. "Not 
even a camel would want to stay." But Rav 
Alfasi stayed. The caravan members stopped 
arguing and continued on their way to Tunis, 
leaving the Rav to spend the Shabbos alone 
in the desert. Minutes before Shabbos would 
begin, Rav Alfasi took a stick and drew a circle 
in the sand, circumscribing himself. There he 
davened marriv and ate a Shabbos seudah.

As he completed his seudah, he saw a lion 
running toward him from a distance. But the 
rav did not fear. He began to bentch, and as 
the lion approached the circle drawn around 
the Rav, it merely stopped, crouched, and 
sat down. This lion did not arrive to eat the 
Rav. Rather he arrived to protect him. In the 
morning, the Rav awoke, prayed the Shacharis 
prayers, ate his meal and sang  Shabbos 
songs. The lion kept watch throughout the 
day. After Shabbos, the lion approached 
the Rav and crouched down. Rav Alfasi 
understood that the lion was hinting that he 
should sit on its back. He placed his bags 
on the lion's back, mounted the lion, and the 
lion galloped off with the Rav towards Tunis. 
Soon the Rav and his bags arrived in Tunis. 
Rav Alfasi came riding into the city on the 
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back of a lion. The Tunisians were shocked 
and frightened, and many ran for their homes 
and barricaded their doors.

 At the same time that the Rav arrived to Tunis, 
his original caravan entered the city, and they 
were not only surprised to see that Rav Alfasi 
had survived the desert, but he was riding on 
a lion and that he had beat them to Tunis.

"Come join us as we continue on to the 
Holy Land," the caravan leader told the Rav. 
However, Rav Alfasi did not join them. When 
he came to Tunis he saw that the people 
were in great need of a Rav. He stayed and 
built a famous Yeshiva. Kieshmira Shabbos, 
Keil Yishmireiny. When I guard the Shabbos, 
Hashem watches over me.
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